Chapter 2 - Forgotten Promise
-----------

		Disclaimer : This is the original draft of chapter 2.  As long as you are
			up-to-date with the latest released chapter, there should not be
			any major spoilers here.  However, some of our comments 
			contain potential ideas that we had at the time of writing them.
			They don't contain any specific details, though.  Regardless,
			just keep that in mind.

			Also, there is some (a lot?) of profanity in some of our comments.
			We're brothers, after all, so we joke around a lot.  If you're easily
			offended, then you probably shouldn't read any further.

		Note 1: On the day that I was reading over the first draft of this chapter,
			J-Pop came home from work and asked me if I had read it yet.
			I was still in the middle of reading it when he asked, so I told him
			that I hadn't.  I wanted to surprise him later.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                          Zero's COMMENTS
		-=- 
		-=- So I lied.  I had already read the chapter before you even
		-=- came home.  Why do you think the first thing I told you when
		-=- you came into my room was to wait until I was finished with
		-=- what I was doing?  I just wanted to be able to read it and
		-=- comment on it by myself.  Although, it WAS funny to see you
		-=- getting your panties in a twist when I told you I hadn't read
		-=- it yet.  Ha, ha.                                   ...n00b =P
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                          J-Pop's COMMENTS
		-=- 
		-=- You'll...Youll go to Hell
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### You haven't even played the game yet.  So you can't use that
		### line.  And you won't ever play it either.  You're too much of a
		### n00b to continue playing bishoujo games.  Your loss.
		#############################################################

		Note 2 : The line "You'll... you'll go to Hell." comes from another bishoujo
			game called Figures of Happiness.  But J-Pop had heard me use
			the line before, even though he hadn't played the game himself.
			And even though I kept telling him that he should play it right away,
			he decided to play other games first.

			Also, the comments inside the ### were made during the second
			review of this chapter.  I wanted to keep the comments from the first
			and second drafts separate.  So just remember that the comments
			inside the ### were made at a later time.

It's early morning and here I am at rushing towards the college.

"Shit...I'm going to be late again."

I make it into class and into my seat just in time before the teacher
arrives to begin the morning lecture.

"Pssttt...Taka.  Ney, Taka."

"Eh?  Nani?"

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Not that there's something wrong with using Japanese words, but
		-=- we might consider alternate English text using some kind of
		-=- button at the beginning of the chapter.
		-=- On second thought, at the very least, we would have to give the
		-=- readers a "dictionary" of some kind for any words we use.
		-=- It could be included in the chapter itself, website, side note,
		-=- or something like that
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I was thinking of the idea of a dictionary but do it in a way
		-=- Fansubs do it.  You know, as a word comes up that isn't normal
		-=- put some kind of definition there for people to understand.  I
		-=- do want to use Japanese words when and where I can.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Yeah, I know you do.  I think I can picture how it can be done
		### in the Flash.  We'll see.
		#############################################################

"You should really try to go to sleep earlier you know?  Or did thoughts of
me keep you up all night?"  She giggles softly after.

(Name).  She's in my first morning class and sits right next to me.  She's
just a little shorter than me with red fiery hair that hangs just above her
shoulders and childish (color needed {can't think of a good matching color
to go with hair}) eyes.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- No idea why, but "Kyoko" comes to mind for me.  Definitely need
		-=- some more thinking though
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- You know...Kyoko actually sounds great to me.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Good.  Cause her name is stuck like that now.  I blame David
		#############################################################

		Note 3 : Another running gag of mine.  Whenever something goes wrong,
			I always blame my friend, David.  Even when it has nothing to do
			with him. ^_^

She always seems to cling to me like the little sister I never wanted.
She's spunky, immature and keeps insisting that the only thing on my mind
24/7 is her.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Something about the "little sister I never wanted" bothers me
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Yea me too.  It's just at the time that's how it felt.  But it
		-=- does feel wrong to say it in this story.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Maybe it could be more along the lines of
		### "She always seems to cling to me like a (little) child."
		#############################################################

"Actually, I had some other woman in my head last night.  Someone who I'll
love more then I'll ever love you."  I said notically.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- This should probably be rephrased a little...
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- English is your field.  I think I'll let you handle this.  I
		-=- Still need something that will fit the next few lines though.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### I actually was referring to using "some other woman"; not your
		### use of English.  I understand what you are doing, but it kind
		### of comes across WOAH when said like that.  I think just
		### "Actually, I was thinking about someone else last night.
		### Someone I'll love more than I'll ever love you." would be fine.
		### It still gets the joke across without sounding WOAH.
		#############################################################

		Note 4 : This one sounded weird to me because I knew what Taka was going
			to say next.  I guess I had bad thoughts because I've played too
			many bishoujo games. o_0  ...I blame David?

"Huh?" caught off gaurd by the response.  "Who?  I want to know."  She says
urgently.

"My okaasan" I say with a growing grin on my face.

"Mouh...you're mean" She pouted.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                            Ha ha
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                    =) Score 1 for J-Pop
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

I chuckle softly and continue to listen to the lecture.  That did it,
hopefully, I don't want to hear her go off and tell me how much I love her
and what not all lecture long.

-----------

"Whew...school is finally over for the day."  I say stretching my arms out
to their full lengths.

"Oi Taka!"  Someone calls from a group guys.

"Uh...Nani?"  I ask.

"We're all heading down to the arcade right now.  You want to come?"  He
asks.

"Iie."  I respond "I have to make dinner tonite at home.  Maybe some other
time."

"Alright.  We'll catch you later Taka.  Jaa"  As they begin to head out.

"Jaa"  I sit up and head out of class.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Again, it's not really bad to have Japanese words, but certain
		-=- words seem to bother me when they are used instead of English
		-=- ones.  "Oi" "Iie" and "Jaa" kind of bother me when it's only in
		-=- the form of text.  I can picture the voices, which would sound
		-=- okay saying the words, but as just text it seems a little odd.
		-=- The game didn't use any Japanese words, but I know Darkling's
		-=- story used a bit (like "Okasan").
		-=- I know you like using Japanese though, so it's just something
		-=- to consider for now.  "Nani" didn't bother me here...
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I know how you feel...I think that my route is the way I want
		-=- to go with this.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### If that's how it's going to be, a dictionary of sorts is a must
		### then.
		#############################################################

------------

Walking home my mind begins to wonder.  It was a lie that I had to make
dinner at home tonite.  Dinner for who?  Mom and Dad are almost never home
to eat dinner and I end up just making something for myself if I even bother
at all.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Good reference.  Fits with the game.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                    =) Score 2 for J-Pop
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

(Name).  You know when I think about her, she really is great girl.  She's
fun, pretty and nothing ever gets to her.  I know she likes me and all
but...

but...

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Again, "Kyoko" keeps popping up in my head.  Unless you think
		-=- of another fitting name, I think I'm gonna get stuck calling
		-=- her "Kyoko" at this rate...
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I think you have me stuck on Kyoko too ;)
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Random thought.  I don't know what you have planned for "Kyoko"
		-=- but she can make it really interesting.  Kana might see Taka
		-=- "with" Kyoko and Yumi at certain points.  She might start to
		-=- think he's dating other girls and is moving on.  Taka doesn't
		-=- have to actually "do" anything with Kyoko, Kana just has to get
		-=- the wrong idea.  I think it could be key that Kana sees Taka
		-=- with not just Yumi (who she knows) but also Kyoko.  More than
		-=- just one girl can give her that impression of dating and moving
		-=- on without her
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I'm glad you see that.  It's true...I have a whole junk full of
		-=- plans where I could use "Kyoko" and make this situation even
		-=- more complicated then it already is.  Actually, with all of my
		-=- thoughts of this it makes me feel mischevious and go He He He
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

Kana.  Kana is the only person I could ever think of loving.  She's the only
one I could ever dream to be with.  No matter how I try to look at it.  All
of the things that I think of eventually find their way back to Kana.  My
heart misses her so much.  Did I really just see her less than a week ago?

I stop walking.  "No, I shouldn't think like that.  I can't think of Kana
like that."  I stand there telling myself.
"She's my imouto-chan, I know we've been through a lot and that made us do
those things but..." my thoughts just trail off escaping me.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Good.  Early signs of the struggle and Taka's commitment of
		-=- letting Kana live the life she wanted
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                    =) Score 3 for J-Pop
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

I continue my way home, plauged by thoughts and a dream that I can never
seem to wake up from.

....(No dot's, just a pause in the Flash)

"Taka?"

"Taka!!!"

"Matte!  Taka!"

"Taka...you didn't even notice me."

"Baka..."

Yumi continues to watch me dissapointed as I walk by her not being able to
notice her presence.

There is no one else.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I Need to research how Taka specifically left things with
		-=- Yumi at the end of Ending 1
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- You go ahead and do that.  I'm confident that what I've done
		-=- with it is how ending 1 goes.  And since you're not certain...
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### I never said that what you did didn't match with Ending 1.  I
		### only said that I need to research it.  There are differences
		### between the endinds that need to be kept in mind for the future
		### events.
		#############################################################

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-  =) Score 3x2=6 for J-Pop because Zero is a noob
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### I'm going to f*ck your score's couch in a god damn minute
		#############################################################

---------
(The next day)

Classes are over and I'm on my way to grab a bite to eat.  I decided to skip
lunch and study more for an exam I had today.  But now that it's over I'm
starving.  I'm thinking about where I want to eat when someone's hand
touches my shoulder.  It's not a guy, no.  It's too soft to be a guy and
it's not (name) either.  She would either have jumped on my back or out in
front of me.  I turn around to see who it is.


		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- A little awkward wording.
		-=- Could also say that the touch "feels familiar" somehow
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I agree the wording is awkward.  For some reason I'm not
		-=- feeling "feels familiar" though.  We can work on that.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

My eyes widen.  It's Yumi.  I haven't seen her for more than a year.  She's
still just as beautiful as I remember and she smiles the same as well.
However, I remember how she looked the last time I saw her.  What is she
doing here?  Is she here to see me?  Does she still hate me for everything
that happened nearly a year ago?

"Hey Yumi."  I say sounding surprised.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I think just "Yumi..." would be fine here.  Taka is surprised
		-=- to see her, after all.  I don't think he would be able to say
		-=- "Hey, Yumi." like normal.  It feels more like one of those
		-=- stunned "Yumi..." expressions since it's been over a year
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I think you're right.  I just didn't want to put Yumi...
		-=- because I thought that it wouldn't be enough.  Plus I'll be
		-=- using "(name)..." a lot.  I don't want to over do it.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### I think that "Hey Yumi." is the phrase that isn't enough.  It
		### sounds a little casual, even with the "sounding surprised.  I
		### think it should be "Yumi?..."  It would match with the wide
		### eyes and surprised expression.
		#############################################################

"Hey Taka.  So you noticed me this time?"  She said very (jokingly but I
don't have the right words.)

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Come on English boy.  Help me finish this line bitch!!!
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Make me dinner first bitch!
		#############################################################

"Huh?  What are you talking about?"  I wonder.

"Iie...nantomonai.  So what are you doing right now."

"I was gonna grab a bite to eat.  I had an exam today and I did-"  I was cut
short by a girl screaming my name and jumping out in front of me.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- "I had an exam today and I didn't--"
		-=- Better cut off point I think.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I see your point.  I know Darkling would finish the word before
		-=- it was cut off.  But I was thinking of being more realistic and
		-=- make the reader kind of guess what was going to be said because
		-=- when you're interupted, you're interupted, you usually won't
		-=- finish even the word that you're saying
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Cutting off mid-word would be fine, but I don't think it should
		### be cut where it is.  It sounds like he's saying he DID eat
		### lunch.  Cutting off the "n't" seemed misleading.  If you want
		### to cut off mid-word, I would say:
		### "I had an exam toda-"
		### or maybe "I had an exam today and I didn-"
		### It's still obvious was he was saying there, and the reader can
		### figure it out since they read earlier that he skipped lunch for
		### the test.
		#############################################################

		Note 5 : When J-Pop and I were first going over the original drafts, Darkling
			was not editing them with us.  He did not know about Eternity
			at that time.  It wasn't until a later time that Darkling joined the team.

"Taaakkkkkaaaaa!!!"  She sings.

Ung.  It's (Name).  "Nante.  Don't have anywhere else to be."  I say
annoyed.

"Iie!!!" she says enthusiatically "I was just leaving class and saw you so
I'd thought I'd come over and say hello."  She looks over towards Yumi.
"Who are you?"

I was about to introduce Yumi to (name) when Yumi came out and said.

"I'm Yumi Kashima.  I was Taka's classmate back in high school.  Yoroshiku"
Yumi extends her hand out.

(Name) looks at Yumi's hand and shakes it quickly. "I'm (Name).  Taka's
current classmate.  I sit <i>next</i> to him in our morning class."  She
says rather (snotty but not right word.)  "So...what are you guys-"

"We were on way to grab some early dinner.  Right Taka?"  She hastly says
cutting (Name) off.

"Um..." I stammer trying to absorb the situation.  "Yea, sure."

"We should get going."  And with that Yumi pulls at my arm hurriedly away
from (name).

(Name) looks back at Yumi and I with her eyes creased and a distgusted frown
on her lips as we walk away.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Meow...meow...RAWR! Fsst! Fsst!
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Oh!!!  The heated battle begins XD
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

"Um...Yumi?  Where are we going?"  I manage to say.

"Huh?  We're going to my car.  I can drive us to go get some food."  She
answers.  "How does ramen sound?"

"Sounds good I guess." not really caring what we're going to eat but
wondering why I'm gonna be eating with Yumi.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Either here or later, maybe incorporate the feeling he had
		-=- we he used to be with Yumi.  How he kind of just followed
		-=- her carefree lead.  Feels familiar/comfortable to him
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I kind of want to but then it will be too similar to what
		-=- Darkling wrote in his 2nd series.  I know you haven't read
		-=- it yet but it's done short so that it doesn't have that
		-=- resemblence.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Thinking back, maybe it doesn't need to be incorporated, but I
		### think that we're going to have to not concern ourselves with
		### what Darkling has written.  Yeah, we might use similar things
		### that he used in his 3 writings, but that's just going to be
		### inevitable.  We're going from the same game and the same ending
		### that he did.  Things are just bound to cross.
		###  
		### Yeah, we should
		### avoid blatantly copying what he did, but it's the same
		### characters, the same personalities, the same general problem
		### between Taka and Kana, etc.  I know that I haven't read those
		### series yet, but I think I'd still feel the same way.  We can
		### have a few similiar things, but still turn them into something
		### that only belongs to us.
		##############################################################

---------

So I'm here at this ramen shop with Yumi sitting in front of me tackling her
ramen furiously.  My ramen sits in front of me waiting to be eaten but all I
can do is stare at Yumi and wonder what's going to happen next.

Yumi looks up at me and realizes that I haven't begun eating my ramen and
asks "Is anything wrong Taka?"

"Huh?"  Is all I could manage.

"You're wondering what I'm doing here huh?"  Yumi says as if she heard my
thoughts.  "I just wanted to talk."

"Talk about what?" I wonder.

"Just...just talk."  She says quietly.  "It's been a while so I'd thought we
could talk to each other and catch up.  How have you been lately?"

"Nothing special."  I lie.  "Just living life and working my way through
college."

Yumi slurps up some more of ramen before looking up and asking "Anything
else?"

"No." I say.  "What about you?"

"Nothing much."  She tells me.  "Just going to school and I have a job doing
(something:  I want to think of a small job for her that fits her.)"

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Maybe a small cafe?  She is very spunky.  Somewhere where she
		-=- can be lively while working.  Might be a little cliche, though
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- cliche maybe, but anime and H-games are full of cliches ;)
		-=- I do agree at a cafe would be good.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

We sit there in silence for a moment until Yumi asks again.  "Are you sure
everything is alright?"

"Yea." I retort "I told you there is noth-"

I stop what I'm about to say.  Yumi's piercing through my lies with her
eyes, not believing a word that I'm say.

"I've seen that look on you before Taka."  She clearly states.  "I know
something is bothering you."

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Check and mate.  You lose, Taka
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                    =) Score 7 for J-Pop
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### F*ck your couch
		#############################################################

I can't think of anything to say.

"You know I say you yesterday walking home school."

Yumi saw me yesterday?  Was it just at a glance?  Or did I not even notice
her?

"I tried calling out to you but you just kept on walking.  It seemed you
didn't even notice me and I was right there."

"Gomen...I must not have been paying attention."  Is the reason I gave.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Needs to be a more believable excuse.  Something like I was
		-=- tired from a test or something
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Tired sounds like a good excuse.  Hmmm...how does "Gomen...I, I
		-=- had some-..." I try to make up an excuse.  "I must have been
		-=- tired from class."
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Something more along the lines of that would be better
		#############################################################

Yumi sits there quietly moving around the rest of her ramen sitting there in
the bowl but not eating the rest of it.

"I heard that Kana works at a bookstore somewhere..." she says looking at
her food "...and that she also moved out."

I winced a little reminded by the fact that Kana moved out and began a new
life.  Moved away from me, and out of my life.

"Yea...she's exploring her newly given life to her."  I say looking out the
window trying not to look hurt.  "She's trying to be a normal person she has
always dreamed of being."

Yumi looks up at me but I don't look back at her.  Can she sense it?  Does
she know what happend?  How I'm feeling?  Am I unable to hide the fact from
Yumi that I'm no longer with Kana?

Yumi reaches over and grabs one of my hands on the table and I turn to look
at her.  Her eyes.  What is that look in her eyes?  I've seen that look a
long time ago.  What does that look mean?

"I've missed you for more then a year.  No matter what I did, all I could do
was think about you Taka."

Her voice is so quiet.  Just like...just like our high school graduation.

"I can only remember you...you trying to save you sister.  You...doing
everything you could.  Anything and everything.  It didn't matter what
anyone thought of you as long as you were able to save her life."  Yumi
looks away from me.  "Doing all that...for...for..." Yumi seems to have
trouble finishing what she's saying.  "...for someone that you love deeply."
  She turns toward me with tears welling up in her eyes.  "Even if I know
that you love her more than you should, you were doing all of those things
for someone that meant more to you then your own life."

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Maybe more along the lines of
		-=- "as long as you were able to make her happy" ?
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- THAT'S IT!!!  I couldn't get the feeling just right but I think
		-=- that did it.  I think I'll have it go like this:  "as long as
		-=- you were able to make her happy.  To save her life."
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Good.
		### 
		### J-Pop: 7
		### Zero : 1 + 95 for pure pwnage = 96
		#############################################################

"Taka...Taka I can't hate you forever for something like that."  The tears
begin to fall down her face.

"Yumi..."  My mind is so confused.  She doesn't hate me after all.  She can
understand everything that I did even with all of the pain that I've put her
through?  Yumi...I, I don't know what to think.  I look at Yumi and I can
see.  I can see the things I saw in her before.  Before I realized I loved
Kana.  Before I've said my goodbyes.  Before the letter in the 5th grade.  I
see that girl Yumi, who I fell in love with so long ago...

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Could mention how she even helped persuade her
		-=- father to go through with the operation
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- True...I think it would come from the angle of Yumi still
		-=- helping Taka when he needed her.  That she has done so much for
		-=- him.  Even though it put her through so much pain.  Good idea.
		-=- I'll need some time to work that in.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### J-Pop: 7 - 1 because you suck = 6
		### Zero : 96 + 1 = 97
		#############################################################

...and almost forgotten.

Yumi continues "I just had to let you know Taka.  I had to say it to you.
That I don't blame you.  That I forgive you...Taka."

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Good, because we didn't see this resolution from Ending 1
		-=- We only got to see this in Ending 6 (and 3 sort of I guess)
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                    =) Score 8 and 9 for J-Pop
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### J-Pop: 6 - 3 f*ck your couch = 3
		### Zero : 97 + 1 for f*cking your couch = 98
		#############################################################

		Note 6 : I pretty much starting ignoring J-Pop's scoreboard and started
			my own instead.  Who cares if my scoring was biased? =P

I'm unable to grasp myself in this situation.  "Thank you for spending some
time to talk with me Yumi."  I say standing up from my seat trying to hurry
out the door.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- This DEFINITELY needs to be re-worded
		-=- "Thank you for spending some time to talk with me Yumi"??
		-=- While it definitely needs to sound like him trying to think
		-=- of something to say to get out of the situation in a polite
		-=- manner, this just sounds awkward.  Maybe something like
		-=- "Thanks for the meal, Yumi"
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Yea...this was a huge writers block for me.  I needed to put
		-=- something inside there and get that out of the way so I could
		-=- move on.  You see where I'm going with this.  The idea of being
		-=- too polite is good.  I think there needs to be more description
		-=- from Taka but I just can't seem to find it.  If you happen to
		-=- let me know.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

I can't think right now.  What's going on with me?  What the Hell is going
on in my life?

Just as I stand Yumi starts to speak as I walk past her.

"I still love you Taka."

I halt my steps.

"I still love you...even now.  And I'll always love you."

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Oh snap.  Yumi just pulled a Chuck Norris on your ass, Taka.
		-=- What are you going to do now?
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-                   mmpphhhhrrrr...Ha Ha Ha
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

I'm unable to move.  Unable to look at her.  Unable to speak.

"You promised me Taka, remember?  You promised me a year ago that you would
marry me.  Right Taka."

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- BAM! Round house kick to the chin!  K.O.! For the win!
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I'm hella proud of this part.  I know that I was debating if I
		-=- should put the whole marriage promise in or not.  I wasn't sure
		-=- if I could pull it of right but I "know" that this is the way
		-=- it will go.  This just adds a whole shitload of complications
		-=- and I couldn't be happier.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-      =) Score 9x10=90 awarded to J-Pop for the win!!!
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### J-Pop: 3 - 1 f*ck your couch = 2
		### Zero : 98 + 1 = 99
		#############################################################

My eyes widen, remembering that time a year ago.

"I...I..." My voice chokes "I'll see you later" is all that I could conjure
up before heading to the door.  I step outside and procede to head home.

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- That sounds like how Taka would react.  Or how anyone would for
		-=- that matter.
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=-           =) Score 90 plus 1 for the hell of it :P
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### J-Pop: 2 - 1 f*ck your couch = 1
		### Zero : 99 + 1 = 100
		#############################################################

"Taka..."  Yumi continues to stare at the door still seated with Taka's
ramen sitting there...

...untouched.

-----------

Back at home I decided to take a shower to hopefully clear my head.
Yumi...Kana...why?  Why does it have to be like this?

I come out of the bathroom with a towel drying my hair as I go back to my
room and lay down on my bed.

I don't understand it?  What's wrong with me?

quick flashbacks and pictures

"Bro..."

"Taka..."

"Welcome back."

"(Another thing Yumi said{can't remember})"

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Maybe something from when she took him to the motel
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- What?!?!  Zero intersted in sex...AAAHHHHHHHH!!!! My eyes!!!
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### BAM! IN YOUR F*CKING EYE!
		#############################################################

"I love you...bro."

"I love you Taka.  I still love you."

Why?

Why...?

Why can't you just fall in love.  And that would be it?  Isn't that's the
way it's supposed to be?

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Maybe a final "why?" or something to really close it well.
		-=- I'm trying to picture how it would look good to end the chapter
		-=- as a Flash video
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I have the way I want to do the end of these lines.
		-=- Why? (click)
		-=- 
		-=- Why...? (make each letter, dot, and question mark come up on its own.) 
		-=- (click)
		-=- 
		-=- Why can't you just fall in love? (Click {next text:same line}) And that 
		-=- would be it? (Click)
		-=- 
		-=- Picture fads to white/black.
		-=- 
		-=- 
		-=- (Fading in) Isn't that the way it's supposed to be? (Fading out) (end)
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Yeah, something like that works well.  The fade in/out is key
		#############################################################

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- Ya, ya, good chapter.   Now make me dinner, bitch. =P
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
		-=- I can't...Safeway moved the salt to another aisle...bitch
		-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

		#############################################################
		### Then go find it, ass.
		### 
		### Final Score:
		### 
		### J-Pop: 1 / 0 = ERROR
		### Zero : 100 + Eat Me = GG, You lose you f*ck
		#############################################################


